1. Introduction
On the Density
Current When we talk adout so-called density current, we, the author believes, cannot be so sure of having definite conceptions on it. Sometimes the phenomena that civil engineers call density current have absolutely different names in the field of meteorology or hydro-dynamics. Even in the field of hydraulics we may treat some of the problems on sedimentation and those on air entrained flow as the density current.
Besides them there are many unsolved or not completely solved problems on the density current in civil engineering ; they are, for example, the selective withdrawal from the multiple layered system, the characteristics of the internal waves, intrusion of pure water into salt water, the behaviour of the thermal density current, etc .
One of the reasons why these problems are difficult to solve is lack of numbers of applicable equations.
If the motion of fluid is considered in three dimensions, we can immediately use four equations tosolve it, (one of which is equation of continuity,) the others of which are equations of motion. On the other hand five unknowns are included in the problem ; they are three cemponents of velocity, pressure and density. If the fluid is compressible, we can use equation of state as the fifth equation.
In the case of incompressible fluid, however, the suitable fifth equation has not been foundout. We may of course adopt the equation of conservation of concentration or some particles in liquid. (Here concentration may be of salt, silt, etc.) This means a new variable comes into sight again and situation is never improved. One would say that as the sixth equation the relation between concentration and density is applicable. This relation, however, has too simple form usually and it sometimes happens that the equation of continuity and that of conservation of concentration have just the same meaning with each other.
To solve the problems, therefore, one would often assume some condition at the interface It would be of importance that we must have some definite conceptions on it. The author tries to form some definitions on the density current to establish the rigid conceptions.
1.2 Some Definitions on the Density Current i) Definition of the density current Density current is a current of incompressible fluid* affected by its density gradient or distribution.
ii) Definition of the perfect density current. Perfect density current is a density current caused by several kinds of perfect liquid with diffierent densities which cannot be mixed with each other.
iii) Definition of the unordinary density current. Unordinary density current is a density current caused by several kinds of viscous liquid which cannot be mixed with each other. iv) Definition of the ordinary density current. Ordinary density current is a density current caused by several kinds of viscous liquid which can be mixed with each other.
. 3 Some Remarks
Perfect density current cannot be really seen as well as perfect liquid. Yet, to assume some motion as the perfect density current is one of the useful methods in solving problems. To solve the internal or interfacial wave problem you will find this assumption is useful.
Unordinary density current can be seen ; that is, for example, the case of two-layered motion of oil and water, or water and air which is treated as incompressible. We must keep it in mind the affection of viscosity or shearing stress at the interface. Here we need not think of diffusion through the interface. We can treat the motion of salt water and pure water as an unordinary density current where turbulent diffusion is very small.
The author will show some aspects and experiments on the density current in the following chapters. (3), it may be written in the form ( 12 ) On the other hand substituting eq. (11) into eq. (4), the following relation is obtained.
Thus we get a pair of fundamental equations as follows. propagates into the channel, conductivity changes according to the wave height, which the oscillograph records through probes. Using the calibration curve we can get a wave profile from the recorded data.
These are shown in Fig. 6 schematically.
Chapter 3. On the Internal Jump

Theoretical Consideration
There is another important and interesting problem on the internal wave ; this is the internal jump in two-layer system. On this problem there is an excellent work of Chia-Shun, Yih5). According to his theory the author will research its behaviour, energy change and sho-w some applications. The motion is treated in two dimensions and in rectangular channel. Fig. 7 shows the schematic view of an internal jump in twolayer system. Here we take it as a perfect density current.
By the internal jump it is reasonable to assume for momentum to be preserved. If momentum difference between two sections I and equal to difference of the hydrostatic pressure, we obtain two momentum equations following. Substituting equation (29) 
Energy Change of the Internal Jump
In this paragraph the author will calculate the energy change of the internal jump as is shown in Fig. 8 author has experimented on this problem in an idealized model the pure water flows from a channel into a pool of salt water this is shown in Fig. 10 schematically.
Where there is no density difference between flowing water and stored water, Tollmien has solved the problem analytically on the assumption of mixing length theory. Fig. 9 shows the experimental results by the case of same density7). Where Froude number in the channel is within the range of (0.1, 0. 
The condition that e is larger than unity is ( 43 ) Fig. 11 shows the relation between experimental data and the theoretical curve. Were it not for Fi is proportional to q1, where q1 is discharge of the upper layer per unit width. On the other hand the overflow depth of the weir h, is proportional to q12/3, so that from eq. (45) we obtain ( 46 ) where c is the overflow confficient and is to be determined experimentally. The c-value of the used weir is 0.117 (sec/cm) and Fig. 14 
